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ABSTRACT

This paper examines two successful rural struggles in the semiarid backlands of northeastern Brazil that were shaped by, and helped define, two generations of pastoral agents inspired by liberation theology. The first was the movement for recognition and land by a group of rural workers who were to become the Xocó tribe in the wake of the formation of the Indigenist Missionary Council of the Catholic Church and the implementation of the Indian Statute in the early 1970s. Their struggle began in 1971, during the darkest days of the military dictatorship, when Frei Enoque, a Catholic seminarian associated with Hélder Câmara, came to Sergipe to minister to the rural poor. The second involved a community of rural workers, neighbors of the Xocó, who gained recognition and land as a quilombo (community of descendants of fugitive slaves) under the 1988 Constitution. The quilombo movement, which began in 1992, was nurtured by Padre Isaías, a priest born and raised in Sergipe, and the nuns and lay religious workers of the Pastoral Land Commission, who supported and cajoled members of the community to pursue a new legal identity. I use the stories of these two struggles, so closely tied to the Catholic Church and its pastoral agents, to explore what is meant when we say that the Brazilian Church became more conservative in the transition from dictatorship to democracy. The goal is to historicize our understanding of liberation theology as a project implemented by successive generations of priests, nuns, and bishops. The claim that progressive Catholicism has “failed” ignores the continuing importance of liberation theology doctrine as part of the Church’s local relations with the rural poor. This paper compares these two struggles in terms of their relationship to the internal politics of the Church within the context of shifting Church-State relations and uses them as two examples of how liberationist Catholicism has continued to shape the work of pastoral agents and the people who live in the backlands.

RESUMEN

Este trabajo examina dos luchas rurales exitosas en los territorios semiáridos del Nordeste de Brasil. Dos generaciones de agentes pastorales inspirados por la teología de la liberación dieron forma y fueron definidas por estas luchas. La primera fue el movimiento por el reconocimiento y la tierra llevado adelante por un grupo de trabajadores rurales que devendrían la tribu Xocó en vísperas de la formación del Consejo Indigenista Misionario de la Iglesia Católica y de la implementación del Estatuto Indio en inicios de los años 70s. Su lucha comenzó en 1971, durante los días más oscuros de la dictadura militar, cuando Fray Enoque, un seminarista católico asociado a Hélder Câmara, llegó a Sergipe para predicar a las poblaciones rurales pobres. La segunda involucró a una comunidad de trabajadores rurales, vecinos de los Xocó, que fueron reconocidos y recibieron tierras en su condición de quilombo (comunidad de descendientes de esclavos fugitivos). El Padre Isaías, un sacerdote nacido y criado en Sergipe, las monjas y los trabajadores religiosos laicos de la Comisión Pastoral de Tierras, apoyaron y persuadieron a los miembros de la comunidad para que obtuvieran una nueva identidad legal. Uso las historias de estas dos luchas, tan estrechamente ligadas...
a la Iglesia Católica y a sus agentes pastorales, para explorar qué queremos decir cuando decimos que la Iglesia brasileña devino más conservadora en la transición de la dictadura a la democracia. La meta es historizar nuestro entendimiento de la teología de la liberación como un proyecto implementado por sucesivas generaciones de sacerdotes, monjas y obispos. El argumento de que el catolicismo progresista ha fracasado ignora la continua importancia de la doctrina de la teología de la liberación como parte de las relaciones entre la Iglesia local y las poblaciones rurales pobres. Este trabajo compara estas dos luchas en términos de sus relación con la política interna de la Iglesia en el contexto de cambiantes relaciones Iglesia-Estado y las usa como dos ejemplos de cómo el catolicismo de la liberación ha continuado dando forma al trabajo de los agents pastorales y a la gente que vive en los territorios del Nordeste.
INTRODUCTION

Land for the landless, food for the hungry, literacy for the uneducated—not through charitable works, but by forcing the state to take seriously its responsibilities to its poorest citizens. This was integral to the theology of liberation as it was practiced by bishops, priests, and nuns in Brazil beginning shortly after the close of the Second Vatican Council in 1965. Important sectors of the Brazilian Catholic Church were “opting for the poor”\(^1\) at a time when economic development, modernization, and democracy were not considered appropriate or meaningful partners in the repressive environment characterized by the Brazilian military dictatorship (1964–1985).

The development of liberation theology as a social movement in Latin America is generally attributed to a “convergence of changes within and without the Church in the late 1950s,” a “complex evolution of links between religious and political cultures, in a context of modernization and intense social and political conflict.”\(^2\) Internally, new theological currents inspired by European experiences during World War II culminated in the pontificate of John XXIII (1958–63) and the Second Vatican Council (1962–65), which began to systematize new concerns with inequalities and social justice that were already afoot. These Church concerns coincided with events in Latin America that began with intensive industrialization and the concomitant dependence on the northern hemisphere during the 1950s. Reaching a head with the Cuban Revolution in 1959, social struggles took off in the rest of Latin America. These were some of the conditions that made possible the “radicalization of Latin American Catholic culture,”\(^3\) which led to liberation theology—described by Phillip Berryman as “one manifestation of a worldwide movement for emancipation”; “an interpretation of Christian faith out of the suffering, struggle, and hope of the poor; a critique of society and the ideologies sustaining it; a critique of the activity of the church and of Christians from the angle of the poor.”\(^4\)

Liberation theology teaches that “[p]eople do not simply happen to be poor; their poverty is largely a product of the way society is organized … it is [therefore] a critique of economic structures that enable some Latin Americans to jet to Miami or London to
shop, while most of their fellow citizens do not have safe drinking water.” Of all the countries in Latin America, including Peru from which the first treatise on liberation theology emanated, Brazil is most associated with the doctrine, “the only Church on the continent where liberation theology and its pastoral followers...won a decisive influence.” That influence grew rapidly in opposition to the military government, beginning in 1968 with the hardening of the dictatorship’s position against “subversives.” In fact, during that period the “Brazilian Church was practically the only effective space of liberty...the voice of the voiceless.” Moreover, liberation theology played a critical role in the Church’s changing attitudes toward indigenous rights and land struggles, and served as the catalyzing force behind the creative use of law to advance those goals.

This paper examines two successful struggles in the semiarid backlands of the northeastern region of Brazil that were shaped by, and helped define, two generations of pastoral agents inspired by liberation theology. Two decades apart, the struggles were conducted on the banks of the São Francisco River in Sergipe, Brazil’s smallest state (see Figures 1 and 2), in the county of Porto da Folha, which constitutes a significant portion of the Catholic diocese of Propriá (see Figure 3). The first was a movement for recognition and land by a group of rural workers who were to become the Xocó indigenous tribe in the wake of the formation of the Indigenist Missionary Council (Conselho Indigenista Missionário, or CIMI) and the implementation of the Indian Statute of 1973. The second involved Mocambo—a neighboring and related community of sharecroppers who gained recognition and land as a quilombo (community of descendants of fugitive slaves) in the late 1990s under a provision of the 1988 Constitution. In each case, a priest provided the catalyzing force.

Although the two priests became political rivals, their trajectories within the diocese of Propriá represent two generations of priests who were oriented, and decisively shaped, by the doctrine and practice of liberation theology. I use the stories of these two struggles, so closely tied to the Catholic Church and its pastoral agents, to explore what is meant by the uncontested assertion that the Brazilian Church became more conservative in the transition from dictatorship to democracy and the concomitant prevailing view that liberation theology is defunct. The goal is to problematize the notion of the “Church” as a homogeneous institution and to historicize our understanding of liberation theology and
“liberationist thought.” I propose that liberation theology should be seen as a flexible project implemented by successive generations of priests, nuns, and bishops.

The guiding argument of this paper, therefore, is that in spite of a “Catholic restoration” movement instigated and carried out by Pope John Paul II with the assistance of Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, now Pope Benedict XVI, there continue to be parishes and dioceses dedicated to promoting the values of liberation theology, particularly in rural Brazil, where Catholicism remains strong. In that regard, at the conclusion of sociologist Madeleine Cousineau Adriance’s ethnographically based study of six rural communities in northern Brazil in which she provides evidence of Church-inspired rural land struggle, she admonishes that “researchers who study the progressive Catholic Church in Latin America may need to pay closer attention to what is going on in rural areas.” In my ethnographic fieldwork and recounting of the history of backland northeastern communities, I provide additional evidence, although in a slightly different and broader form of organization than those of the base ecclesial communities (comunidades eclesiais de base, or CEBs), of the continuing influence and importance of the theology of liberation.

THE EXAGGERATED DEATH OF LIBERATION THEOLOGY: THE DEBATE

Since the political opening that culminated in a return to democracy in Brazil in the mid-1980s, there has been an ongoing discussion as to the status of liberation theology both as a doctrine and as the inspiration of the “popular church.” With the “Vatican restoration offensive,” and the threat to Catholicism that some see in new religious pluralism in Latin America, scholars are trying to understand the limits placed on the practice of liberation theology. To that end, there has been an almost exclusive focus on the expansion or contraction of CEBs in Brazil. There has also been a tendency for academic studies to be conducted in urban settings, while continued vibrancy of activism associated with liberation theology and of Catholicism itself may be most apparent in rural areas, particularly the North and Northeast. As discussed below, the Movement of Landless Rural Workers (Movimento dos Trabalhadores Rurais Sem Terra, or MST), with its roots in the Church’s Pastoral Land Commission (Comissão
Pastoral da Terra, or CPT), continues to rely on local pastoral agents to “accompany” the settlement residents as they establish their communities.\textsuperscript{18} Scholarly positions range from those with hope and belief in the survival of the liberationist perspective within the Church\textsuperscript{19} to those who have declared the death and burial of the “activist Church.”\textsuperscript{20} There are also scholars whose positions have begun to take into consideration the overstatements on both sides of the debate and are finding grounds for understanding the nature of both the tamping down and the survival of doctrine and practice associated with liberation theology.\textsuperscript{21}

For example, anthropologist John Burdick, in the early 1990s, was associated with a pessimistic view of the prospects for liberationist practice by Catholic Church pastoral agents. Since then, he has reconsidered his earlier position and has begun thinking about the “long-term legacies of the liberationist Church” in Brazil.\textsuperscript{22} In 2000, Burdick and W. E. Hewitt published an edited collection in which they reflected on the academic literature on Latin America that has almost unanimously painted a “gloomy portrait of the progressive ‘experiment’ within the regional Catholic Church” and has spent “much energy recounting and analyzing the hard times suffered by the Catholic Left.”\textsuperscript{23} Familiar explanations for why there has been “a ‘decline’ of progressive Catholicism” include the return of civilian politics, the Vatican’s opposition, the paternalism of the CEB model, the shortage of priests, competition with Protestant churches, and the impact of economic hard times.\textsuperscript{24} These explanations, and others, are often also cited in connection with the rising percentage of Pentecostal and evangelical Protestant converts in Brazil and throughout Latin America,\textsuperscript{25} although there has been practically no literature examining the rising percentage of Brazilians (predominantly urban) who proclaim they have no religion.\textsuperscript{26} Provoking a lively discussion, a recent offering by anthropologist Peter Cahn critiques the view that there is a “religious marketplace” in which Protestantism is being chosen more frequently than Roman Catholicism in Latin America and eschews “economic language for theorizing reasons for religious affiliation in Latin America.”\textsuperscript{27} The parallel debates currently taking place regarding the health of the Latin American Catholic Church and the doctrine and practices associated with liberation theology are surrogates for larger academic arguments on the world stage about the hope or lack thereof in the survival of a leftist or progressive perspective, religious or secular.
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Burdick also weighs in. He has come to believe that “rumors of [the Catholic Left’s] demise are undoubtedly exaggerated” and proposes that there exists a “legacy of ideas and value orientations” that has fostered “a sense of empowerment and self-esteem” and “kept alive the dream of social justice.”28 In his most recent book on the subject, Burdick concludes that “Catholic liberationist ideas and values continue to make themselves felt” in Brazilian society.29 He argues that “the liberationist stance continues to exert significant, if not always obvious, influence” over three “main arenas of social and political struggles.”30 The book provides examples from the black pastoral and women’s movements, and shows the influence of the Church in the shaping of the MST leadership and its continuing presence on MST settlements.31 Citing the decline in interest in liberationist Christianity and increase in doctoral research and academic production on Pentecostalism and evangelical Christianity, Burdick would like to see a “return [of] the study of present-day liberationist Catholicism to its proper place, as central to our understanding of Brazilian society.”32 I am sympathetic to Burdick’s revised view and am in agreement with him that it would be a mistake to downplay the difficulties and setbacks faced as a result of the Vatican’s hostility to liberation theology since the advent of John Paul II’s papacy, including in relation to progressive Church work conducted in Sergipe, the setting for my study.

It is my intention in this paper, however, to consider local manifestations of liberation theology in rural Brazil within the general rubric of Burdick’s proposal, but closer to the fabric of the Church than Burdick’s more diffuse notion of “legacy.” Even a cursory perusal of the debates within the Church itself, for example, over the meaning of pronouncements that came out of the Puebla conference in 1979 or the possibility of a new Vatican Council, reveal the continuing struggle being waged by progressive forces within the Church.33 As Hewitt observed in 2000, there are clergy “who continue to be involved at some level or another with church-based and secular organizations dedicated to the service of the ‘poor and oppressed.’ Who are these individuals, and what is the nature of their current involvement?”34 This paper is intended to answer his question by providing an example from the rural Northeast of how liberationist Catholicism has continued to shape the work of pastoral agents and the people who live there.
FREI ENOQUE AND THE XOCÓ INDIANS: FIRST LAND STRUGGLE IN THE DIOCESE

At the height of the most repressive period of the Brazilian military regime, a young seminarian from the northeastern state of Pernambuco, Enoque Salvador de Melo, known as Frei Enoque, traveled to the tiny state of Sergipe and went straight to the backland county seat of Porto da Folha (see figure 4). There, at the end of 1970, he began assembling a team of pastoral agents to carry out the training, based on liberation theology doctrine, that he had received at Dom Hélder Câmara’s Theological Institute of Recife (ITER). As a young man, Enoque defied his family’s desire for him to attend law school and instead, in February 1967, entered a monastery in the sugar cane region, where people would come to hide from security forces and gunmen who were still hunting down remnants of the peasant leagues. In February 1968, Enoque took a three-year vow of poverty and was transferred to a monastery in Olinda, the seat of the Recife archbishopric to which Dom Hélder had been moved when the military came to power in 1964. There, Enoque studied philosophy and theology at the brand new Theological Institute, where, for the first time, Carmelites, Franciscans, and members of other orders, as well as young men and women who were not seminarians, were brought together by Dom Hélder’s vision of the meaning of Vatican Council II, which was informed by his friendship with the new Pope Paul VI.

While Enoque was at the institute, General Costa e Silva issued the repressive Institutional Act No. 5 (known as AI-5) on December 13, 1968, in a crackdown on civil society that marked the low point of the regime. This meant that “the Church lost its invulnerability and became subject to attack.” In spite of the issuance of AI-5, Dom Hélder continued to support student demonstrations. This led to a series of repressive acts that culminated in the assassination in May 1969 of Padre Antônio Henrique Pereira Neto, a twenty-eight-year-old priest who Dom Hélder considered to be like a son. This was one of the first open acts of repression against the Catholic Church, which became full blown after the inauguration of General Médici as president later that year.

Enoque, the same age as the murdered priest, was studying at the institute and working in the interior, already putting into practice what he was learning as a member of one of the “small communities,” a form of experimental learning among the poor,
fostered by Dom Hélder and under attack by large sectors of the Church establishment. During his time at the institute, Enoque was most drawn to Joseph Comblin, the Belgian priest who was a major architect of the Medellín vision of liberation theology. In fact, Enoque was a leader of the rebellion against the conservative priests who ran the seminary in Olinda where he lived while attending the institute. As such, he acted under the influence of Comblin, who was also involved with other such “changes in seminary life.” Comblin was expelled from Brazil by the military government shortly after Enoque left for Sergipe. So when “Frei Enoque” arrived there as a Franciscan friar during the worst drought in over a decade, he already had experience with repression and knew what it would mean to continue his practice even as the authorities in Sergipe took note of his arrival. They immediately began harassing him and his team of friars, nuns, and lay religious workers, because as Frei Enoque has noted, “This was a different way of being a priest. We would go into the streets, talking, discussing, and taking positions. So there began to develop, in a [small interior] city like Porto da Folha, groups of people going to demand things from the mayor. You can imagine in this terrible, sad moment…one of us was imprisoned and we were labeled communists.” All of this was going on as they prepared to go into the countryside to minister to the poorest counties in Brazil in the early days of 1971.

On the national scene, conflict between the Church and the government worsened in 1970 when security agents invaded Church houses in Rio de Janeiro. In addition to jailing and torturing militant priests and activists, security forces mistreated the provincial head of the Jesuit order, who was also president of Rio’s Catholic university, and detained the secretary general of the National Conference of Brazilian Bishops (CNBB). Brazil’s cardinals and Pope Paul VI began to openly condemn and protest the violence of the regime. For the Church in Brazil, 1971 was a key year. That year all four regional bishops’ groups from the Amazon issued strong denunciations of the military regime’s policies, including criticisms of torture, repression of peasants trying to protect their land, and the invasion and dispossession of indigenous groups. Centralization of Church decisions in the CNBB was decisive in renovating missionary philosophy and pastoral work among the poor and indigenous peoples.
For Frei Enoque, 1971 ended with his ordination and appointment as parish priest of Porto da Folha, the largest county in Sergipe, with a long riverfront border along the São Francisco River and land that extended far into the interior, severely affected by the drought that would continue for two more years. Earlier that year, Enoque had begun visiting the rural workers and sharecroppers who lived and worked on the riverfront land of the Brittos, a local, politically and economically powerful oligarchical family. One of the workers had sued the Brittos under labor legislation to no avail, and many workers had joined the local rural workers union just as Frei Enoque was entering the scene.

All of this seminal activity was happening well before students, professors, and urban intellectuals took up the cause of squatters (posseiros) and the landless, which did not begin until 1978. Back in 1971, while Frei Enoque was beginning his work, activists in the capital were living under a cloud of government repression, made worse by the death in April 1970 of Dom José Vicente Távora, a close friend and colleague of Hélder Câmara’s, who had served as archbishop of Aracaju, the state capital, since 1960. The activists’ situation was further worsened by the assumption of the archbishopric by Dom Luciano Duarte, who was unflinchingly allied with the military. Dom Luciano, in power until 1998, facilitated the complete repression of the nascent Catholic student movement, and expelled a number of foreign priests from the archdiocese who supported liberation theology.

What made Frei Enoque’s activities possible, in spite of the repression taking place in the state capital, was the support he received from Dom José Brandão de Castro, the progressive bishop of the Propriá diocese, of which Porto da Folha was the largest parish. Dom José Brandão, who brought Frei Enoque to the Propriá diocese and ordained him at the end of 1971, was the first bishop of the Propriá diocese, established in 1960 by Pope John XXIII. Because bishops enjoy significant autonomy, Dom José Brandão’s diocese became a haven for those involved with early land struggles; as we shall see, the first such struggle was that of the Xocó Indians.

The plight of Indians living in the Amazon region first became of interest to the Church, as expressed by the bishops of that region, in November 1971: “We see in the entire country the invasion and violent dispossession of Indian lands. Their human rights are practically not recognized, bringing them to the brink of cultural and biological death, as has already happened to many Brazilian tribes.” This was the first time that a non-
assimilationist approach was considered and asserted by the Brazilian Church. Possibly as the result of the international publicity given to the government-commissioned Figuereido Report (1968), the foreign press picked up on the report’s evidence of genocide against Indians in Brazil, including pictures of Indians being tortured.

Then, in early 1971, a group of well-respected anthropologists from around the world, including Darcy Ribeiro, one of the most important Brazilian anthropologists, met in Barbados and issued a declaration critical of the Latin American states’ indigenous policies and of religious missions and anthropological work among Indians. The Barbados Declaration called for a “suspension of all missionary activity.” This provoked a response from the Church through an ecumenical meeting in March 1972 with representatives of nine countries, in which those representatives promised to open space for a dialogue and for participation of Indians in the missions, with the goal of rethinking the long-standing goal of a “civilizing” mission. A month later, in April 1972, a group of twenty-five Brazilian missionaries gathered at the suggestion of Ivo Lorscheiter, Secretary General of the CNBB, to discuss a new law that was to become the Indian Statute of 1973. This was the birth of the Indigenist Missionary Council (CIMI), a pastoral group devoted to missionary work among Indians which was officially tied to the CNBB and is still active today. The same week that the Indian Statute became law, and with AI-5 still in force, the CNBB bishops who represented the Amazon published a response—“Y-Juca-Pirama; o índio: aquele que deve morrer” (“The Indian: he who must die”—stating that “our work will no longer be to ‘civilize’ the Indians.” That same year, 1973, the most radical pronouncements made by a Church apparatus appeared—statements issued by the Amazon and Northeast region bishops. It is not coincidental that CIMI came into being just around the time that Frei Enoque was beginning his relationship with the people on the Brittos’ extensive ranch, known as Caiçara. However, it is notable that Frei Enoque was doing his work not among Amazonian Indians, but among mixed-race, backland rural workers in the Northeast, where it was assumed that for over 150 years indigenous peoples had been assimilated into the rural population.

As pointed out by historian Seth Garfield, the implementation of the 1973 Indian Statute operated as a double-edged sword. At the same time that economic development and private investors were destroying indigenous communities in the Amazon,
streamlined demarcation, as championed by the military, “broke political ground for the
Indians to stake their claims.” The military’s policy was an attempt to consolidate
federal power vis-à-vis regional and state elites in traditional indigenous regions, such as
Amazônia Legal, historically considered “vulnerable to foreign invasion and communist
infiltration.” The Northeast does not fall within Garfield’s analysis since it was not
vulnerable to foreign invasion and has always had a relatively homogeneous, stable
population, practically no immigration, and a declining economy. However, the 1969
Constitution and the 1973 Indian Statute inadvertently created opportunities for
indigenous identity expansion. Although the military was interested in consolidating
federal power in the Amazon, in the Northeast the government found itself supporting a
nationalist project of rooting Brazilian heritage in its indigenous history. Discovering and
reconstituting tribes in the Northeast has contributed to consolidating Brazil as an
indigenous nation. In fact, the Xocó Indians, whose recognition was the result of a land
struggle, turned out to be one of the first of over thirty newly recognized tribes in the
Northeast over the following two decades.

CATHOLIC MISSIONARIES DEDICATED TO REVIVING
INDIGENOUS IDENTITY

As described above, the establishment of CIMI was the result of a group of
rapidly radicalizing bishops in the Amazon and the Northeast. The bishops were meeting
on a regular basis and issuing ever more militant episcopal statements, breaking with
government development policies, calling for widespread land redistribution, and even
questioning capitalism itself—exactly during the period often referred to as the “Brazilian
economic miracle.” However, CIMI was not just a political expression of the bishops’
interest in the impoverished and powerless. It can also be seen as the implementation of a
longer-standing theological commitment of the Catholic Church to a pre-capitalist,
communal sensibility. As elements in the leadership of the Church experienced
intensifying state repression, they began to find solace in older ways of imagining
property and the social relations attendant to it. On the one hand, there was increasing
interest in land reform. On the other, there was a rapid deployment of resources in favor
of restitution to indigenous peoples for the wrongs perpetrated by the Church since the
European discovery of Brazil in 1500. Moreover, the increased value placed on a communal ethos in relation to land occupation had much to do with the traditional ways of life associated with the Church, many of whose leaders, themselves from rural families, were interested in recuperating the peasant tradition that had served as the basis of Church thought.\textsuperscript{71}

The Church’s commitment to advancing the cause of indigenous peoples, therefore, went beyond an intention to redeem the Church’s past disrespectful behavior. Key to obtaining agreement from conservative bishops to pursue the new indigenous support strategy must have been, in part, the Church’s need and desire to missionize. However, the project of missionizing in the late twentieth century required even more flexibility than it had in the past. Although the Church had become willing to accept popular and syncretic forms of folk Catholicism, it now became interested in reviving indigenous religious practices. Maintaining the flock, increasing its numbers worldwide, identifying new priests and nuns, keeping Protestant missionaries from gaining the upper hand, and bringing into the fold new generations were all essential to the Church’s survival. Even the name of the Church entity, CIMI, which includes the word “missionary,” reflects one of the purposes of its dedication to indigenous communities. The character of that missionizing remains a topic of much discussion in Church literature, ranging from “the paradigm of inculturation” to “Indian Theology” and “religious pluralism.”\textsuperscript{72}

Just as the Church was revamping its position on indigenous peoples in Brazil and CIMI was being formed, Frei Enoque began visiting the rural workers on Caiçara, the Brittos’ ranch, and found that São Pedro Island, located at the edge of the São Francisco River, across a small channel from Caiçara, had an old mission church and the ruins of a monastery. With the support and aid of bishop Dom José Brandão, he began researching the history of the church, its priests, and the people who had once lived in its environs. Although the sharecroppers on Caiçara were afraid to talk to him at first, Frei Enoque was persistent and the old folks were convinced to tell stories that they had heard as children about maltreatment by the Brittos and Frei Doroteu, the Capuchin priest who had run the mission on São Pedro Island until the end of the nineteenth century. The only problem was that Frei Enoque’s arrival in Caiçara was marked by immediate conflict
with the Brittos, who expected the parish priest to do what priests had always done—minister to the needs of the powerful. However, Frei Enoque had determined from the beginning that he would refuse to work that way. This eventually caused problems for Dom José Brandão, who, since his arrival a decade earlier, had been close to the Britto family.

Relations between the Propriá diocese and the Brittos deteriorated over the course of the 1970s, leading to violent confrontations and threats by members of the Britto family against the diocese. Once the Brittos’ Caiçara workers started self-identifying as Xocó Indians, they illegally occupied São Pedro Island. This action, taken with the support of the state’s more left-leaning political leadership entering a phase of political opening, led to government recognition, the purchase of the island by the state, and its donation to the federal government for the Xocó. This was the first “land struggle” in Sergipe and served as an inspiration for many others.

THE HEYDAY OF DOM JOSÉ BRANDÃO DE CASTRO—SERGIPE’S “RED BISHOP” (1960–1987)

Coinciding with the early political opening (distenção) that began with the presidency of General Ernesto Geisel, who took office in March 1974, and the surprising congressional elections later that year in which the opposition won more than one-third of Congress, Bishop Dom José Brandão officially began his public life in 1974 as an advocate for the rural poor and was directly involved with land struggles until his retirement in 1987. At the end of 1974, conservative Sergipe politician, Leandro Maciel, “pointed the red finger” in a letter to Geisel in which he denounced Dom José as a communist. Four years later, the mayor of Propriá, Antônio Britto, a member of the family forced to give up ownership of São Pedro Island and eventually all their property, including Caiçara, to the Xocó, filed a complaint with the federal police against Dom José, accusing him of violating the National Security Law for acts of subversion.

Dom José Brandão had decided to aid rural workers who had lived for generations under constant threat of expulsion. This threat came to a head in the 1970s when federal development policy became a reality in the São Francisco Valley and particularly in the Propriá diocese. The Development Company of the São Francisco Valley (CODEVASF),
a successor agency to others that had been studying the region since the 1940s, instituted the irrigation phase of a development plan that was based on the need for hydroelectric power in the Northeast. When the CODEVASF project was first being put into practice, Dom José Brandão still had a cordial relationship with the leaders of the local landowners and political bosses, although throughout his life as a priest and bishop, he had expressed a propensity for protecting poor people.

At first it seemed that CODEVASF, with its talk of land reform and irrigation projects, was embarking on a path that would alleviate suffering. However, before long it became obvious to Dom José Brandão that not only was the government expelling peasants from the land, but that the reconfiguration of property rights would make the land more valuable to the companies who would become the ultimate owners. Proper delineation of boundaries would reduce legal ambiguity about property ownership and clarify who, in fact, were “mere squatters,” albeit for generations. Dom José Brandão often told the story of his decision to stop supporting CODEVASF’s expropriation and redistribution of land when he saw the dispossessed workers of Fazenda Betume, down river from Propriá, living in the most inhumane conditions. Dom José considered this a key period of his own conversion to the defense of the homem do campo (literally, “man of the field” or countryside) and his need for land.

The notion of the bishop being “converted” by rural workers is directly related to liberation theology, which describes itself as “an interpretation of Christian faith out of the suffering, struggle, and hope of the poor; a critique of society and the ideologies sustaining it; a critique of the activity of the church and of Christians from the angle of the poor.” An explanation for the development of liberation theology given by sociologists linked to the Christian Left was that the Church changed because the “people” took over the institution. In fact, similar conversion stories can be found in other Latin American countries as well. For example, in Chiapas, Mexico, “Samuel Ruiz Garcia [the founder of Indian Theology] became the bishop of the diocese of San Cristóbal in 1960 [the same year as Dom José Brandão became the bishop of Propriá]. After a process of his own ‘conversion’ from his former conservative views, by the early 1970s he was training catechists and giving masses with a strong liberation theology bent.”
This was a bottom-up explanation that both scholars and practitioners have criticized and questioned,\textsuperscript{82} but one to which Dom José Brandão would have been amenable. A more official acceptance of liberation theology within the Church was important to progressive bishops such as Dom José Brandão. He was hoping to achieve this acceptance through the discourse about his own “conversion” by his flock, but it is clear that bringing Frei Enoque to Sergipe in 1970 was an act of support for liberation theology doctrine and practice well before his self-professed “conversion.” The Redemptorist order to which Dom José Brandão belonged was known for its support of pilgrimage sites. Therefore, it is not surprising that one of the first manifestations of support for land struggles was the bishop’s initiation of annual pilgrimages to sites of those struggles (\textit{romarias da terra}), which continue into the present.\textsuperscript{83} Such pilgrimages were instituted around Brazil by liberation theologians to support rural land struggles, in an excellent example of a reinvention of a traditional form in support of liberationist goals.\textsuperscript{84} Land pilgrimages continue to be used widely by the CPT and the MST, often together, to cement what has become a much anticipated religiopolitical experience of those who struggle for land.\textsuperscript{85}

\textbf{ANOTHER KIND OF PARADOX: THE CHURCH AND LAND STRUGGLES IN THE 1980S}

During the 1970s, land reform and indigenous struggles were often intertwined.\textsuperscript{86} Once the Xocó struggle hit stride in the mid-1970s, Dom José Brandão, Frei Enoque, and the newly constituted CPT became catalyzing forces for a series of land struggles in the diocese.\textsuperscript{87} Those struggles attracted support from rural trade unions, academics, journalists, and politicians, some of whom were to become the organizers of the Workers Party (\textit{Partido dos Trabalhadores, or PT}) in Sergipe, founded in 1980. In the same year, the MST was established in the state; Frei Enoque, who became involved with party politics during the 1980s (although not the PT, which caused a split with some of his compatriots),\textsuperscript{88} would remain sympathetic and helpful to the MST over the following decades, right up to the present time. In fact, Frei Enoque would become mayor of the neighboring county of Poço Redondo, the poorest in Brazil, and the county with the highest rate of illiteracy in the Northeast until recently. (Poço Redondo also has the
highest number of MST settlements in the state and has been the site of raids by landless workers on grocery stores and trucks carrying food.)

In the mid-1980s, the political opening hit its stride and the country entered the pre-constitutional democratic transition (1985–1988). This is also the period that Ralph Della Cava has called “a partial conservative restoration” in the Church. The gradual shift in the political balance in the Brazilian Church, which some say began with the CELAM meeting in Puebla (1979), came with Pope John Paul II’s bishopric appointments and disciplinary actions against radical priests who were proponents of liberation theology. This “reversal” of the Church’s policies just as democracy was taking hold in Brazil, the assertion this paper means to explore, is sometimes referred to as a paradox. Peter Houtzager characterizes this period, with respect to the new unionism, as one in which the “Church was reconciled with the state and retreated from its role as institutional host,” leading to a loss of organizational resources and a “secularization of identity, a process that alienated much of its mass base.”

However, in the Propriá diocese of Sergipe, this period saw an increased number of land struggles involving both the CPT and the MST. A support committee of academics, students, trade unionists, journalists, lawyers, and Church progressives was formed in 1985. When the diocese officially joined the committee the following year, Frei Enoque, then vicar general of the diocese, received death threats from landowners and a nun coordinator of the CPT was beaten by hired gunmen. As for the Xocó, their struggle did not end when they were recognized and received the right to live on São Pedro Island. Shortly thereafter, the battle for Caiçara (the Brittos’ ranch across from the island) was engaged.

By this time, the Brittos had sold the land to a lawyer from Alagoas, Coronel Jorge Pacheco, who referred to Frei Enoque as “satanic” and described liberation theology as “obeying the model of radical communism” of the Soviet Union. Pacheco claimed that he had gotten along well with the Xocó, letting them work for him and giving them mud for their ceramics, until Frei Enoque whipped them into a frenzy over getting his land. In 1985, Caiçara, now owned by Pacheco, and the other properties, some of which were still owned by the Brittos, were identified by the National Indian Foundation (Fundação Nacional do Índio, or FUNAI) as indigenous territory. In 1986, a
meeting of newly recognized northeastern tribes was held on São Pedro Island and for the first time, the dance considered the primary evidence of Indianness, the torê, was performed inside the old mission church.94 The following year, 300 Xocó Indians occupied Caiçara, were expelled by the military police under a judge’s order, and occupied the regional headquarters of FUNAI in Maceió, Alagoas, until the case was taken over by the federal prosecutor in Sergipe.

The October 1988 promulgation of the new federal constitution—improving the rights of Indians and revamping the federal prosecutors’ office to provide, among other things, the power to sue on behalf of indigenous people—marked the beginning of a four-year period in which the federal prosecutor brought a lawsuit in federal court to force FUNAI to proceed with the demarcation of Caiçara.95 During that period, forty-seven members of the Xocó tribe again occupied FUNAI headquarters, this time for four months, and finally in December 1991, President Fernando Collor signed the decree ratifying demarcation of Caiçara for the Xocó.96 The MST began ratcheting up its occupations in the diocese, culminating in 1989 with the occupation of Fazenda Cruiri by a thousand families from around the state, leading to more tension and a series of other occupations in cooperation with rural trade unions, the diocese, and the CPT.97

The end of the 1980s also marked an important transition in the Propriá diocese. Dom José Brandão fell ill and resigned as bishop, replaced in 1989 by Dom José Palmeira Lessa, who remained bishop until 1995, when he became the archbishop of Aracaju. Dom Lessa had been transferred to Propriá from his position as auxiliary bishop of Rio de Janeiro under Dom Eugênio de Araújo Sales, considered by many to be an extremely conservative influence—the “principal spokesman” of the “conservative restoration” and a Church leader who attempted to muzzle the National Peace and Justice Commission in Rio in the mid-1970s.98

More recently, however, that view of Dom Eugênio has begun to be revised. Kenneth Serbin, writing of the secret Bipartite Commission (1970–1974), adopts a different, and more fully informed, perspective on Dom Eugênio’s activities and approaches to the military regime and the pastoral agents repressed by it. Serbin disagrees with the view that Dom Eugênio was merely an “authoritarian opportunist” who promoted an alliance between the Church and the military. He points out “Dom Eugênio
criticized human rights abuses, aided many political prisoners, and labored to protect the Church’s interests.” 99 The trust he had developed with the military leaders “allowed him to point out the errors of the regime, albeit usually behind the scenes.” 100 He “favored dialogue but not ‘alliance.’” 101 Serbin’s profile of Dom Eugênio focuses on his disagreements with military leaders, his aid to priests and others imprisoned or threatened, and defense of human rights for political refugees. 102 In thinking about Dom Eugênio’s assistant, Dom Lessa, who was dispatched to the Propriá diocese, I find it useful to adopt Serbin’s admonition that “greater attention” should be paid “to personal and historical factors” that shape individual bishops’ politics, pointing out “the interpretive limits of the categories ‘progressive’ and ‘conservative.’” 103

Dom Lessa, though not a student of liberation theology, continued to support priests who were involved with land struggles and aiding the poor. His official position was that agrarian reform was “an absolute priority,” and that it was “not possible that lands of Brazil should end up in the hands of the wealthy that don’t want land to work but simply as a form of business,” and that the rural poor “must not be forced to surrender to the smooth talk or threats of their adversaries that are the ‘land barons’ in this large Brazil with all of its space.” 104 One of his early decisions was to institutionalize the CPT in Sergipe by contracting with a congregation of nuns from Minas Gerais and bringing into the fold a former nun from Rio Grande do Sul to coordinate and complement those already working with squatters and land claims on behalf of the Church. As Frei Enoque has explained Dom Lessa’s arrival, “there weren’t changes in the way things were done: he continued giving support [to land struggles], but ... he made things smoother; he wanted something more negotiated.” 105 Dom Lessa’s arrival heralded a change in the nature of the diocese’s involvement in land struggles. However, the nature of those struggles was also changing. During the 1990s, the number of land conflicts more than doubled, largely attributable to the work of the MST, which had the support of Frei Enoque, by that time mayor of Poço Redondo.
PADRE ISAÍAS AND MOCAMBO’S FUGITIVE SLAVE HERITAGE: 
ANOTHER LAND STRUGGLE

In June 1990, Dom Lessa ordained a new priest fresh from Dom Hélder’s Theological Institute, where the priest had studied theology for four years, exactly twenty years after Frei Enoque had been a student there. Padre Isaías Nascimento was born in the interior of Sergipe, the forty-first child of forty-three children of his father and the eleventh of his mother (his father’s fourth wife had thirteen children; his father was forty-four years older than his mother), and came with his family to Aracaju when he was sixteen to escape the drought of 1970 (see figure 5). Padre Isaías sees himself as a student of the struggles in play at the time of his days as a deacon and almost five years as parish priest of Porto da Folha, a position he took over from Frei Enoque. Dedicated to liberation theology doctrine, Padre Isaías began to visit outlying communities in the county, one of which, Mocambo, was suffering from lack of work and food. Over the next few years, the neighboring Xocó Indians, most of who are related to people in Mocambo, won their battle for Caiçara. Some say with the support of the Xocó, although it may have been as much in competition with them for more land, a number of Mocambo families entered into conflict with the landowners who held property on the border between Mocambo and Caiçara. When Padre Isaías learned of the conflict in 1992, he called upon the CPT, with its nun lawyer, Mariza Rios, former nun, Inês dos Santos Souza, and a lay religious worker, Margarete Lisboa Rocha, to help mobilize the Mocambo families and provide them with legal assistance.

Sister Mariza Rios was born to a poor family in the south central state of Espirito Santo in 1958, the youngest of nine children. In my interview with her, Mariza identified herself as “a real Brazilian.” Her mother, she was quick to explain, was the daughter of a Portuguese and an Italian, while her father was the son of a black-Indian man and a Guarani woman. She claimed that her father’s grandfather was African; as they say, “he came on a boat from Africa.” “I am a descendent of Africa,” she elucidated. In the Brazilian manner of constant, never-tiring amazement at the tricks that genetics play on skin, hair, nose, and body type, Mariza explained that because of the combination of her ancestors, she has blond, white siblings, while she herself looks more like the black and
indigenous side. After returning from a stint at the age of eleven as a nanny in a nearby city while she attended school, Mariza worked in a shoe factory during the day and attended high school at night. In her teens, she became involved with a youth group run by a congregation of nuns, and when she reached twenty-one she took her vows. After two years as a missionary raising the consciousness of onion workers in the interior of Bahia, she went to Rio to study law. While in Sergipe, Mariza kept in touch with law professors in Rio with whom she had worked on law courses in poor neighborhoods. She found their advice invaluable when she was unsure of legal tactics. Mariza tapped these resources when, at a regional meeting of the CPT in Bahia, she first heard of a provision in the 1988 Constitution that mandated that land title be given to recognized quilombos.

Over the following five years, the Mocambo families who had been involved in the original land conflict, together with Sister Mariza, Padre Isaías, and the CPT cadre, mobilized about two-thirds of the village to pursue multiple strategies to become owners of the land on which they had worked for generations. Represented by Mariza and the CPT, they filed a labor claim against the neighboring land owner with whom they were in conflict, claimed her land through agrarian reform law, and then filed a claim to be recognized as members of a quilombo. They also filed for use of the margin of the interstate São Francisco River, which is considered the property of the federal government. The land they claimed under the Quilombo Clause extended well beyond the piece they requested under agrarian reform law. They laid claim to the large ranch of João de Seixas Dória, former governor of Sergipe, a proponent of land reform who was elected in 1963 and arrested on the day of the military coup, the day after he took office. After five years of visits by officials of the Palmares Cultural Foundation (under the aegis of the Ministry of Culture), anthropologists, black movement activists, and constant assistance from the Propriá diocese through Padre Isaías, Sister Mariza, Inês, and Margarete, the village of Mocambo was recognized as a quilombo. In 2000, the Mocambo families were granted title to all the land they claimed as descendants of fugitive slaves.

During the eight years of the Mocambo struggle for land (1992–2000), Frei Enoque, Padre Isaías, and the CPT went through a series of changes that reflected the
political transformations taking place on the national and local scenes, both in terms of democratization and its consolidation and in terms of struggles within the Brazilian Church as Pope John Paul II and many of his appointments discouraged liberation theology. The CPT in the Propriá diocese and the militant rural workers involved in land struggles found themselves disappointed that bishop Dom Lessa did not participate in the struggles the way Dom José Brandão had done. Dom Lessa was distressed by the overt criticisms being made of him, believing strongly that they were unfair, and after some disagreements over lines of authority with Mariza, he cancelled the diocese’s contract with Mariza’s congregation in 1994. As a result, when the local CPT transformed itself into a secular, nongovernmental organization in 1995 to support rural workers in their disputes with landowners, the militant rural workers who had been involved with the CPT insisted that the new organization be named Centro Dom José Brandão de Castro in honor of “their” bishop. In this way, and into the next decade, even though the centro was technically secular, liberation theology was crucial to its practice, in its educational activities and in the way that religiosity and spirituality infused its work and many of its events.

Around the time that the centro was formed, Padre Isaías, who had been the priest for Porto da Folha for almost five years, found himself under stress from years of constant land conflicts around his parish, conflicts which had drawn violent confrontations with police and gunmen. He agreed to go to Italy to study, but after a short period away decided that the rural poor of Sergipe needed him more than he needed further education. He returned to Sergipe at the end of 1995. This was just in time for him to join the PT and run for mayor of Porto da Folha, losing by only 600 votes. (Porto da Folha has a population of about 30,000.) That same year, Frei Enoque ran for mayor of Poço Redondo on the ticket of one of the parties allied with the state government and won. While Padre Isaías was away, Dom Lessa had been promoted to archbishop of Aracaju and the diocese of Propriá acquired a new bishop, Dom Mário Rino Sivieri, an Italian. Dom Mário convinced Padre Isaías that he could continue his work most effectively within the Church and Isaías agreed to become the parish priest of Poço Redondo when Frei Enoque became mayor. They coexisted well, despite their political differences and rivalry, with Padre Isaías complaining of Frei Enoque’s personalistic and
“autocratic” manner.\textsuperscript{117} While in his post as priest of Poço Redondo, Padre Isaías ran unsuccessfully for state deputy, again on the PT ticket. Although many bishops in Brazil discourage participation by priests in party politics, it is not prohibited nor is it uncommon.\textsuperscript{118} In fact, a number of radical priests and Church figures considered “representatives of liberation theology” have served in the Lula government.\textsuperscript{119}

**LIBERATION THEOLOGY AT THE INTERSECTION OF STRUGGLE, FAITH, AND ETHNIC IDENTITY**

Through the prism of the stories of Frei Enoque and Padre Isaías and the seminal, perhaps defining, struggles of their politico-religious lives, it is possible to catch a glimpse of how liberation theology survives in a period of retrenchment enforced by central Church authorities. Unlike most of the literature that describes the “failed” experiment of liberationist practice through analyses of CEBs in urban areas, this paper has concentrated on a rural setting in the northeastern backlands over a span of three decades.\textsuperscript{120} Considering the role of the Church in such a different local setting is intended to open up the discussion and broaden our understanding of the ways in which liberation theology continues to influence modes of struggle and spirituality. With the development of their support for indigenous people and *quilombo* communities, in addition to their traditional focus on non-identitarian peasant movements, pastoral agents have helped structure alternatives to CEBs that have permitted the Church to span its shift from opposition to a military government in the 1970s to a partnership with a democratic government in the twenty-first century. As evidenced by constitutional provisions promulgated in 1988—granting increased rights and protections to indigenous peoples, promising land to descendants of *quilombo* communities, and criminalizing racist behavior, to name a few—the newly democratized Brazilian government prides itself on pluralism, multiculturalism, and support of the worldwide trend toward the identity politics of liberation.

In addition to the “legacies” of liberation theology evident in certain social movements discussed by Burdick (MST, black pastoral, women), political scientist Frances Hagopian indicates a more direct influence on works of the Church:
The Brazilian Episcopate has sustained numerous social Pastoral Commissions serving workers, the landless, the indigenous, ‘marginalized women,’ the homeless, and those suffering from AIDS, and it has launched visible campaigns to educate voters about the electoral programs and commitments to the poor of political parties. In the late 1990s, its Pastoral Commission on Justice and Peace mobilized 60 organizations in 15 months to collect the requisite one million signatures to sponsor citizen’s legislation to prohibit the practice of clientelism, a campaign that culminated in the passage of Law 9840/99 that made buying votes by a candidate to public office a crime.121

A bit closer to the histories told in this paper is the “link between liberation theology and indigenous mobilization” and the “role of religion as an antecedent to indigenous movements.”122 This paper shows that the same strands of liberation theology can be seen in the development of the quilombo movement in Brazil. With the rise of “new historical subjects,”123 pastoral agents who adhere to liberationist doctrine and practice have become sensitive to the relationship between poverty and discrimination. From the side of the subjects, we can also see the consolidation of faith through ethnic identification, leading to the conclusion that the assumption of ethnic identities is not simply pragmatic, but is considered by many of the Indians and quilombolas as the fulfillment of a religious commitment. In fact, what is often missing from analyses of the surge of new ethnoracial identification in Latin America is the role of the liberationist Church in the story of identity reconfiguration and empowerment.

This is not particularly surprising since both Indian and rural black community demands often stem directly from land struggles, which, today and historically, bear the unmistakable mark of the tie between liberationist Catholicism and land reform. In fact, the institutional Church itself is invested in promoting the fair distribution of land, especially in the Third World.124 It is quite likely that one conclusion to be drawn from the story told in this paper of the diocese of Propriá is that places with a history of land struggle are also places where liberation theology remains vibrant and influential. Histories of successful land struggles reinforce belief systems that posit a spiritual connection between land, people, and God.125
Finally, another way of broadening our view of liberation theology and its practical implications at the end of the twentieth century beyond the CEB model is by recalling the flexibility of the Catholic Church in its inclusion of adherents whose primary connection is through folk Catholic practices, such as pilgrimages to shrines of “saints” such as Padre Cícero, and beliefs in the powers of patron saints and prayer healing. This “polyphonic composition of Brazilian religiosity”¹²⁶ is mirrored in how members of the Mocambo community, for example, involve themselves with aspects of the liberation theology perspective of the priests, bishops, and the diocese. Members of the community who have led the quilombo movement participate in Freirian educational processes brought by liberation theology practitioners while enjoying charismatic singing priests on television, leading the local Legion of Mary (a pre-Vatican Council II movement), and making the fourteen-hour trip to the shrine of Padre Cícero each year. In this regard, it is crucial not to limit our inquiry to searching for “purity” in belief and liturgical structures in the northeastern backlands. Thales de Azevedo’s observations half a century ago are still applicable today. He noted that Catholicism in the backlands is “a religion of saints, not so much of sacraments.” There, “saints don’t function so much as examples of a moral life, but as patrons of a religious form that corresponds to those that struggle daily for survival, making their free choice among religious themes.” In the backlands, liturgical prescriptions are translated into “novenas and orations, pilgrimages to sanctuaries where popular images are revered; with curiosities associated with magical practices.”¹²⁷ In places like Mocambo and among the Xocó Indians, liberation theology has found resonance with these popular forms of religiosity, fertile ground for the belief that religious salvation is linked to the struggle for a just society.

**CONCLUSION**

The continuing use of “preferential option for the poor” on the website of the Propriá diocese and its support of priests such as Padre Isaías, as well as bishop Dom Mário’s representation of the Church on the regional committee to save the lower São Francisco River from plans to divert it to other northeastern states, provide evidence that the influence of liberation theology doctrine and practice is not simply about a “legacy” of Medellín and Puebla. Indigenous rights and land for the poor remain integral to the
Brazilian Church’s identity and activities in areas such as the rural Northeast.\textsuperscript{128} Moreover, through the discourse and practice of even secular organizations, such as the Centro Dom José Brandão de Castro, it is possible to perceive, as Goetz Frank Ottmann observes, that “liberationist pastoral practice inspired by liberationist thought continues to give rise to new initiatives that transform and renovate the symbolic universe of struggle.”\textsuperscript{129} When we recount the stories of successive generations of pastoral agents implementing a version of practices associated with liberation theology—focusing on the poor, landless, and dispossessed; “accompanying” movements and struggles that are led by the people themselves; infusing political action with religiosity and spiritual life—we are able to see how, for example, relationships between bishops and priests can have greater importance at moments of increased repression and play a smaller role in a democratic, freer environment where priests are able to act more independently.

After Padre Isaías lost the election in 1998, he was offered the social pastoral of the diocese and accepted the post, along with a position as priest of a parish near the São Francisco River. He has continued his political activities, as has Frei Enoque, each involved in different causes—Isaías working to save the São Francisco River and Enoque working to support the landless in Poço Redondo and find sustenance for that poorest of counties. Frei Enoque and his colleague Frei Roberto Eufrásio de Oliveira, who lived in the mission house in Porto da Folha in the early years when Frei Enoque was visiting the people who would become the Xocó, have established the Association of Missionaries of the Northeast—fifty members spread from Bahia to Ceará—following the precepts of liberation theology.\textsuperscript{130} Moreover, when a priest who had been assigned to Porto da Folha was exacerbating the feud in Mocambo between those for and against quilombo recognition, the bishop reassigned him to another parish and brought in a priest who is wholly supportive of the quilombo enterprise and works closely with Padre Isaías.

The diocese continues to support the Xocó and Mocambo, materially through agricultural technical training projects and spiritually through land pilgrimages, patron saint festivals tied to new ethnic identities, and Black Consciousness Day celebrations. As I witnessed ostensibly secular events such as the commemoration by the Centro Dom José Brandão de Castro of Dom José’s birthday (after his death in 1999), Black Consciousness Day in Mocambo, and even election day, it occurred to me that liberation
theology and liberationist struggle is not only about injecting progressive politics into religion, but is also about infusing political action with faith and spirituality. That connection remains unbroken for these backland peasants whose religious practices have become tied to their political activities, ethnic identification, and struggles for land and survival.
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